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INSTITUTE
Vision - Our vision is to impart vibrant, innovative and global education to make IMS the world leader in terms of excellence of education, research and to serve the nation in the 21 century.
st

Mission 

To develop IMSEC as a centre of Excellence in Technical and Management education.



To inculcate in its students, the qualities of Leadership, Professionalism, Executive competence and corporate understanding.



To imbibe and enhance Human Values, Ethics and Morals in our students.



To transform students into Globally Competitive professionals.

DEPARTMENT
Vision - To be recognized as a Centre of Excellence imparting quality education and creating new opportunities for students to meet the challenges of
technological development in Computer Science & Engineering.

Mission 

To promote technical proficiency by adopting effective teaching learning processes.



To provide environment & opportunity for students to bring out their inherent talents for all round development.



To promote latest technologies in Computer Science & Engineering and
across disciplines in order to serve the needs of Industry, Government, Society and the scientific community.



To educate students to be Successful, Ethical and Effective problemsolvers and Life-Long learners who will contribute positively to the society.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES


Graduates of the program will be able to apply
fundamental principles of mathematics, engineering, management, basic programming languages in problem understanding & formulating
its solutions. They will be aware of the role of
computing in multiple disciplines.



Graduates will learn to apply the principles of
advanced computer programming & approaches,
software

engineering,

project

management,

emerging techniques & tools while developing real world computational solutions and projects.
Graduates should also learn to collaborate &
apply innovative aspects in problem solving.


Graduates will enhance their technical, aptitude,

communication

&

professional

skills

through value addition programs, project based
learning, engineering events, self-learning, research, interaction with industry & alumni. Help
our graduates to establish a productive Computer Science and Engineering career in Industry,
Government or Academia.


To promote the understanding of professionalism, ethics, social responsibilities among graduates.

They

will

contribute

to

the

society

through active engagement with professional
societies, schools, civic organizations or other

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO’S)


Student should learn to demonstrate the basic
understanding of Computer Science & Engineering
fundamentals, programming, and professional/
social ethics and apply mathematical foundations to design & solve computational problems.



Student should learn to apply analysis, design,
development, testing & management principles in
the development of computational solutions &
software systems; He/she is expected to function
effectively in development teams.



Student is expected to gain enough value addition and technical expertise on latest industry
specific skills through self learning & training.
They are expected to have good communication
skills with correct attitude and aptitude.



Students are expected to inspire for lifelong
learning & do well in their professional careers. They are also expected to act as a good
citizen by inculcating in them moral values &
ethics.

Virtual and blended learningBenefits & its impact
Online learning is one of the fastest grow
ing trends in educational uses of technology.
Experts effectively, online education can not
only match, but also surpass traditional face-toface learning (Means et al., 2010). Changes are visi
ble in the way higher education is being taught today
and in way students are learning. Though the classroom
teaching will continue to form the bedrock ag higher education system, it will be supplemented by the integration of
new tools and pedagogies.
Over a decade, Virtual learning environments (VLE) have
emerged as one of the most effective learning strategies
in educational theory and practice (Weller, 2007). A virtual learning environment (VLE) is a Web-based platform for
the digital aspect of courses of study, usually within educational institution. A well maintained VLE should enable
students of all learning styles to receive the best possible education, in a way that they may not in an exclusively
lecture-based environment which leads to be focused in auditory learners only (i.e. those who learn best by listening) (Williams and Fardon, 2005). However, the issue like
quality of teaching material, validation of concepts, plagiarism, duplication etc will always pose some challenges
to learning.
Benefits & its impact
One of the advantages of virtual learning is that it allows the instructor to monitor & interpret the activities that students carry during their learning, which
are not normally visible to us in the ‘traditional’
classroom. This enable better understanding of the

students’ learning. the instructor can log in to monitor
course review, assignments view, forum view, discussion view
and see what their students have not uploaded by certain
time or date. Learners can learn at their own pace.
Self-paced or asynchronous learning: Each learner is different,
some comprehends new knowledge faster, while the other
need some more time. As the learning materials are accessible 24/7, every student can learn at their own pave and as
per their convenience.
Student communication and collaboration: In blended learning
the classroom becomes a collaboration centre, where the
learners can quickly communicate and concentrate their efforts on the most pressing questions. The instructor can also
gather immediate feedback and channel the discussion in the
right direction to maximize the learning material comprehension.
Instructor has access to many online tools like drawing tools,
use of graphical analysis, quizzes etc. to engage the learners in much effective manner.
Progress tracking, grading and analysis: Instructor can keep a
track of each learner’s progress, provide help to each at
any time, communicate with him, analyse his performance.
Monitoring the students at such a detailed level is not possible with classroom teaching.
It helps overcome the limits of geography and time, reaching
trainees who otherwise cannot participate. Blended learning
provides the flexibility necessary for participants to learn,
when and where they are ready to learn (Simon,2015).
Improved outcomes: according to a study, introduction of blended learning can lead to improved course outcomes, in terms
of higher student retention as well as increased pass rates.
The evidence suggests that blended learning can improve retention of traditional non-learners, although it may not improve attainment. With the use mobile technologies like tablets and cell phones that allows quick information access,
virtual & blended learning modes has been an integral part
of digital natives' learning processes and habits
[Marc,2001]. VLE has enabled the educationists from all over
world to share their learning, thus contributing to the overall enrichment of the subject contents. Virtual and Blended
Learning have opened new frontiers, where the roles of stu-
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19 Things To Do More Of In 2019

1. Practice gratitude. somehow, we’ve cultivated habits of practicing judgment, jealousy or self-pity. Imagine if you spent that time
telling yourself one thing you’re grateful for instead. it can be
something big or small; something obvious or maybe a hidden silver
lining. Spend literally a few moments in the morning or evenings doing this simple action. Set an alarm, make it your bedtime tradition,
get in the habit. Soon, your gratitude will come to you naturally and
you’ll start to feel how full your life really is.
2. Journal. they say there’s power in writing things down. spend more
time jotting down what’s floating in your mind; get it out of your
head and into the universe.
2. Listen to your intuition. if i learned anything this year, it’s that my
intuition is more powerful than I give it credit. And I bet yours is, too.
don’t underestimate the feeling you get in your gut when you sense
something is or is not right. You most likely already know the answer.
4. Embrace your solitude. Get cozy with your alone time. Do things
you like by yourself. Become comfortable with your own presence.

5. Indulge in a passion project. reflect on something you’ve always
wanted to do — playing guitar, jewelry making, becoming a fitness instructor, photography, knitting, anything! Pick one thing and commit
to doing it this year. Now listen up: this is not me telling you to become an expert at something and stress yourself out. This is me telling you to feel joy in doing, to remind yourself what it’s like to be
hungry to learn, and to prove to yourself that you can do it.
6. Follow through on your promises and commitments. When I say this, I
mean your promises to others AND to yourself. Become so reliable
that people know when you say you’ll do something, it’s a done deal.
7. Forgive yourself. now, in the same vein, don’t be too hard on yourself. You will make mistakes this year — it’s bound to happen. but
when you do, forgive yourself. you’re only human, and it’s okay to
mess up.
8. Set an intention every day. An intention can be something simple —
a word or phrase. Like, practicing patience or acceptance, or listening to others around you a little more closely. In setting these
small but mighty goals, you will begin to live with more purpose and
direction and feel empowered in knowing you choose what you bring
into your day.

9. Tell people why you love them. The next time you tell someone you
love them, give them three reasons why. Watch them glow.
10. Give yourself love, too. you know when you’re looking at your
best friend and you start thinking all of these amazing things
about them? How often do you look at yourself and do the same?
What if we showered ourselves with the same love and compliments
that we give to others? Start nurturing yourself with kindness and
praise. appreciate the body that’s carried you every day of your
life. Learn to give yourself love.
11. Meditate. Get comfortable with silence. This can seem difficult
and so uncomfortable, especially because silence seems to make our
thoughts louder. But the more you practice, the less your inner
thoughts will grip your attention; the more self-awareness you’ll
gain; and the closer you’ll feel to the quiet parts that exist within
you.
12. Give back. We can all benefit a bit from giving back. And it
doesn’t have to be money. your time can be the most valuable gift,
especially if you get to connect with the people that you’re helping.

13. let yourself feel what you’re feeling. You do not need to be happy all the time. Again, for the people in the back, you do NOT need to
be happy all the time. emotions are real. feel them. and don’t be
ashamed to do so.
14. Use healthy coping mechanisms. It is 100% okay to not be happy all
the time; however, it is equally necessary to understand whatever
you are feeling and find healthy ways to process it. and, it’s important to realize that this will look different for everyone. Some
people may crave a workout, others may need a night in with a good
friend, others may need time alone journaling their thoughts. Find
your tools and use them.
15. learn to say “no”. we often say yes to things we don’t even really
want to do. learn to claim back your voice and your time and say “no”
when you want to.
16. Lean on your friends when you need them. i know you don’t want to
overburden the people around you with the things you’re going
through, but they want to be there for you. Let them be.

17. Celebrate your successes. Did you try something new for the first
time today? Take one step closer to achieving a goal? Not cry for
the first time over that guy that broke your heart? AMAZING. All of
these things, while may not seem it to you, are huge. And they should
not go unnoticed as successes. sure, you might not feel like you’ve
made all the progress you’ve wanted, but (get ready for it) this. is.
progress. Self-high five. Impromptu dance party. Be proud. And recognize these small, but mighty accomplishments more often.
18. Trade Texting for a Phone Call. because there’s something special in hearing a loved one’s voice — in knowing their exact reaction
the moment you share something with them.
19. ask yourself: “what if it all works out?” Instead of believing
that life is out to get you and everything is always falling apart
(although I get it can feel that way sometimes), start asking yourself: What if it all works out? How differently would you approach
your life if you knew that it was guaranteed for you to get everything you want — feel happiness, find love, land your dream job,
whatever your goal is. Because the more you start believing it will
all work out, the more you’ll start setting the tracks for it to actually happen.

DNA design that anyone can do
Computer program can translate a free-form 2-D drawing

Anne Trafton | MIT News Office
January 3, 2019

Researchers at MIT and Arizona State University have designed a computer program that allows users to translate any free-form drawing
into a two-dimensional, nanoscale structure made of DNA.
Until now, designing such structures has required technical expertise
that puts the process out of reach of most people. Using the new program, anyone can create a DNA nanostructure of any shape, for applications in cell biology, photonics, and quantum sensing and computing,
among many others.
“what this work does is allow anyone to draw literally any 2-D shape
and convert it into dna origami automatically,” says mark bathe, an
associate professor of biological engineering at MIT and the senior
author of the study.
The researchers published their findings Jan. 2 in Science Advances,
and the program, called PERDIX, is available online. The lead authors
of the paper are Hyungmin Jun, an MIT postdoc, and Fei Zhang, an assistant research professor at Arizona State University. Other authors
are MIT research associate Tyson Shepherd, recent MIT PhD recipient
Sakul Ratanalert, ASU assistant research scientist Xiaodong Qi, and
ASU professor Hao Yan.
Automated design

DNA origami, the science of folding DNA into tiny structures, originated in
the early 1980s, when Ned Seeman of New York University proposed taking
advantage of dna’s base-pairing abilities to create arbitrary molecular
arrangements. In 2006, Paul Rothemund of Caltech created the first scaffolded, two-dimensional DNA structures, by weaving a long single strand
of DNA (the scaffold) through the shape such that DNA strands known as
“staples” would hybridiZe to it to help the overall structure maintain its
shape.
Others later used a similar approach to create complex threedimensional DNA structures. However, all of these efforts required complicated manual design to route the scaffold through the entire structure
and to generate the sequences of the staple strands. In 2016, Bathe and
his colleagues developed a way to automate the process of generating a 3
-D polyhedral DNA structure, and in this new study, they set out to automate the design of arbitrary 2-D DNA structures.
To achieve that, they developed a new mathematical approach to the process of routing the single-stranded scaffold through the entire structure
to form the correct shape. The resulting computer program can take any
free-form drawing and translate it into the DNA sequence to create that
shape and into the sequences for the staple strands.
The shape can be sketched in any computer drawing program and then converted into a computer-aided design (CAD) file, which is fed into the DNA design program. “once you have that file, everything’s automatic, much like
printing, but here the ink is dna,” bathe says.
After the sequences are generated, the user can order them to easily
fabricate the specified shape. In this paper, the researchers created
shapes in which all of the edges consist of two duplexes of DNA, but they
also have a working program that can utilize six duplexes per edge, which
are more rigid. The corresponding software tool for 3-D polyhedra,
called TALOS, is available online and will be published soon in the journal ACS Nano. The shapes, which range from 10 to 100 nanometers in size,
can remain stable for weeks or months, suspended in a buffer solution.
“the fact that we can design and fabricate these in a very simple way
helps to solve a major bottleneck in our field,” bathe says. “now the field

can transition toward much broader groups of people in industry and academia being able to functionalize DNA structures and deploy them for
diverse applications.”
Nanoscale patterns
Because the researchers have such precise control over the structure
of the synthetic DNA particles, they can attach a variety of other molecules at specific locations. This could be useful for templating antigens
in nanoscale patterns to shed light on how immune cells recognize and
are activated by specific arrangements of antigens found on viruses and
bacteria.
“how nanoscale patterns of antigens are recogniZed by immune cells is a
very poorly understood area of immunology,” bathe says. “attaching antigens to structured DNA surfaces to display them in organized patterns
is a powerful way to probe that biology.”
Another key application is designing light-harvesting circuits that mimic
the photosynthetic complexes found in plants. To achieve that, the researchers are attaching light-sensitive dyes known as chromophores to
DNA scaffolds. In addition to harvesting light, such circuits could also be
used to perform quantum sensing and rudimentary computations. If successful, these would be the first quantum computing circuits that can operate at room temperature, Bathe says.
Bathe and three other MIT faculty members — Gabriela Schlau-Cohen, Adam Willard, and Dirk Englund — recently received a National Science Foundation grant to pursue this quantum sensing and computing project.
Other possible applications for the DNA structures include using them to
help organize macromolecular protein assemblies found in cells, so that
they can be more easily imaged with high-resolution cryo-electronmicroscopy. mit’s new mit.nano facility has two such microscopes, which
can be used to reveal the fine details of tiny structures.
The research was funded by the National Science Foundation, the Office
of Naval Research, the Army Research Office, and the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Disease.

Robots Aren't Yet Killing Off All Our Jobs,

By Natalia Drozdiak

The rise of automation has so far had a negligible impact on jobs at a global scale, the World Bank chief economist said, despite common gloomy predictions that humans are set to be replaced by machines.

While advanced economies have shed industrial jobs over the last two decades, the rise of the same sector in East Asia has more than compensated
for the loss, according to an annual report published by the Washingtonbased international financial institution.

“this fear that robots have eliminated jobs -- this fear is not supported by
the evidence so far,” the world bank’s chief economist pinelopi koujianou
Goldberg said in an interview.
The World Development Report 2019 is the latest in a series of efforts by
academics, consultancies and governments to assess the impact of new technologies on employment. Past studies have often forecast automation will
destroy more jobs than it creates.
Read more: Why New Blue-Collar Jobs Will Survive the Rise of AI

In its report, the World Bank instead stresses that the nature of work in
the future will evolve. While technological advances in automation are

starting to handle thousands of routine tasks and will eliminate many lowskill jobs in advanced economies and developing countries, it’s also creating opportunities for different, more productive and more creative jobs.
“this is the fourth industrial revolution, there have been three before, and in
each case we managed to survive so it’s not the case that machines completely
eliminated humans," koujianou goldberg said. “eventually, we will adjust.”

While the effects have been negligible on a global scale, the report said the
share of industrial employment dropped more than 10 percentage points over
the past two decades in countries including the U.K., Spain and Singapore, as
workers shifted from manufacturing to service jobs. Meanwhile, the share went
up in some developing countries, such as Vietnam, where it rose from 9 percent in
1991 to 25 percent in 2017.

In the future, workers are more likely to have many jobs over the course of
their careers, largely due to the rise of the gig economy, instead of holding
down a position with the same employer for decades, according to the World
Bank.

And different skills will be increasingly important, the report says. Instead of
less advanced skills that can be replaced by technology, employers will increasingly be looking to hire people with advanced cognitive skills, like complex problem-solving, teamwork, reasoning and communication talents.

To ease that transition, governments should guarantee a universal minimum
level of social protection, the World Bank said. One option could involve offering insurance independent of employment since future workers will likely flit
from one job to the next.

One major area of concern for the World Bank is the impact the technological
shifts will have on developing countries in Africa and elsewhere hoping to catch
up to more advanced peers.In the past, these regions could rely on growing their
economies by taking advantage of low wages in their own country and opening up
to foreign trade. But salaries are less relevant if machines replace more people, which could hinder the countries’ efforts to catch up, koujianou goldberg
said.

— With assistance by Nikos Chrysoloras, and Viktoria Dendrinou
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Technologies that are expected to rule our
world in 2020

1.Internet of things no longer about things
Just about every business will become an internet of things (IoT)
business. The convergence of the digital and physical worlds
makes this inevitable. When the products companies sell are connected 24/7/365, dynamic and ever-improving value can be delivered to customers throughout the product’s life cycle. this will become the norm. Therefore, launching a successful IoT business requires a fundamental shift, a transition from product-centric to
service-centric business models. Companies looking to capitalize on
IoT will become IoT service businesses.

Jahangir Mohammed, CEO of Jasper Technologies, Inc
2.New cures from the bacteria that live in the human body
in life sciences, we’ll have greater understanding of the dynamics
of how our microbiome – the tiny organisms, including bacteria,
that live in the human body – influences multiple systems in our
body, including our immune systems, metabolic processes and other
areas. This will result in seminal discoveries related to a variety
of conditions, including autoimmune diseases, pre-term birth and
how our metabolism is regulated. Regenerative medicine approaches to creating new tissues and organs from progenitor cells will
expand significantly. Finally, the long-awaited ability to employ
precision medicine, providing specific treatments to a specific patients, will become much more common.

Mark Fischer-Colbrie, CEO of Labcyte Inc
3.The beginning of the end for cancer
The emergence of real-time diagnostics for complex diseases will
mark the beginning of the end of their debilitating reign by 2020.
The ability to monitor cancer, the dynamic immune system, intestinal flora and pre-diabetes in real-time will change the nature of
medicine and usher in a new era of human health where wellness is
protected versus illness treated. As a result, fundamental shifts
in healthcare will occur, causing it to become largely preventative rather than fire-fighting.

Helmy Eltoukhy, CEO of Guardant Health
4.the ‘humaniZed’ internet

The evolution of modern connectivity is often summarized as: the internet – the World Wide Web – mobile
devices – big data/the cloud – the internet of things.
For the next stage, it seems inevitable that even
more personalization will be an important component.
5.Fewer fancy phones, more fulfilment
Innovations are generating new gadgets, more convenient services and greater opportunities. But many
of these changes target a small percentage of the
globe’s population. however, there is tremendous
room for entrepreneurs to adapt innovations intended for the wealthy to serve the world’s poor. solar
panels and LED lights, designed for sale in rich nations, are stimulating growth in commercial off-grid
electrification in India and Africa.

Nikhil Jaisinghani, co-founder, Mera Gao Power
6 . D a t a - d r i v e n
h e a l t h c a r e
The amount of data available in the world is growing
exponentially, and analyzing large data sets (socalled big data) is becoming key for market analysis
and competition. Analytics will dramatically shift
away from reporting and towards predictive and prescriptive practices, dramatically improving the ability of healthcare providers to help the ill and injured. Even more importantly, it will create the possibility for truly personalized healthcare by allowing providers to impact the biggest determinants of
health, including behaviours, genetics and environmental factors.

John L Haughom, MD, senior advisor, Health Catalyst

7.Printable organs
Today, we are already at a turning point in our ability to 3d “bioprint” organ tissues, a process that involves depositing a “bio-ink” made of cells precisely in
layers, resulting in a functional living human tissue
for use in the lab. These tissues should be better predictors of drug function than animal models in many
cases. In the long-term, this has the potential to pave
the way to “printing” human organs, such as kidneys,
livers and hearts. By 2020, our goal is to have the
technology be broadly used by pharmaceutical companies, resulting in the identification of safer and
better drug candidates and fewer failures in clinical
trials.

Keith Murphy, CEO of Organovo
8. Cheaper, more widespread solar power
By 2020, solar technologies could account for a significant portion of global power generation, helping
economies and businesses guard against rising energy
costs and the impact of climate change. Over the next
several years, new lower-cost methods of polysilicon
production will commercialize, providing the solar industry with a more affordable source of raw material. In turn, these cost improvements will trickle down
throughout the solar supply chain, accelerating the
adoption of solar energy around the world and helping the industry realize its global potential.

Terry Jester, CEO of Silicor
9.Renewables will power mobile networks
We have become dependent on mobile communications in
our daily lives, but the dirty secret is that mobile

networks around the globe are notoriously energy
inefficient. In fact, we are stuck with outdated mobile
network technology that basically performs as
poorly as incandescent lightbulbs, with the result
that 70% of the energy used is wasted as heat. By
2020, we predict that pioneering innovations in radio
engineering will have a positive impact on the world’s
economy, environment and quality of life. We even
foresee a time when advances allow renewable energy to power the mobile industry, helping bridge the
digital divide and extend communications to the 1.7
billion people living off-grid.

Mattias Astrom, CEO, Eta Devices

The advantage of new technology is that it comes
with the adding features to make our life easier.
Technology is the heart of the future. These days it
becomes a more important parameter in all aspect of
lif, especially for business. New technology comes
with new challenges, that challenges increase the
experience of an organization, it gives the sustainable strength to the organization.
The Future technology will give the boost to the business industry, so it’s our responsibility to know theimportance of technology in business. So I have collected some interesting and latest trends in 2019.
Top Technology Trends For 2019:
Artificial Intelligence (AI) System:
AI (Artificial intelligence) made possible that ma-

chines can learn from experience, provides output to
inputs so that machine can perform human-like tasks.
There are lots of application we are using today such
as facebook, google maps, PayPal, chess-playing computers, self-driving cars these are few to mention
here – rely heavily on AI. With the use of Artificial Intelligence computers can be trained to perform specific work by implementing data in the system.
Artificial Intelligence is the integration of machine
and computer science to create the human-like machine that would perform all the task that a human
can perform. Also, it is the branch of computer science which deal with creating the intelligent machines.
AI research main core part is engineering and machine
behaves like an Intelligent human. Artificial Intelligence becomes new trends in information technology. The main difficult problem for the researcher of
AI is initiating common sense, problem-solving skills,
reasoning power.
Artificial Intelligent is also related to the Robotics.
Robot required the best intelligence to manage tasks
like navigation, localization, mapping, object manipulation, motion planning etc. The AI system continuously trying to develop a better system by using deep
learning algorithms.
As we see in industries there is a shortage of skilled
workforce, it would be the best option to acquire AI
system for your organization. So this AI system will
increase the productivity of an organization.
Make a proper use of information technology in busi-

ness, and it will help to grow your business surely.
Internet of Things (IoT)
Internet of Things (IoT) is the broad network between
a physical object and device and other items with
software, sensors, electronics that are enabled to
exchange data, it would be an amazing new technology 2019 for sure. As we collecting and exchanging
data then it can be easy to analyze and monitor data. It would be the best option for improving the efficiency and productivity of the business.
If you are thinking what impact will IoT to our life,
the Internet of Things will transform our lives. Here
we are giving a few examples that can become real
and soon come to the real world. lot’s of smart devices like wearables, automated cars that will increase the experience for you to the surprise many
big names like BMW, Apple, Tesla, Google are working
the next revolution for the automobile industry.
IoT in healthcare, IoT in the retail sector, IoT in agriculture and smart homes these are the examples for
the future of the Internet of Things. The Cisco report
on IoT said that it would be $14.4 trillion value considering it into the all industries in the next decade.
Blockchain
A blockchain means is a growing list of records and
this list of records linked with using cryptography.
today’s scenario blockchain is very famous for cryptocurrencies and this blockchain readable by the
public. There are two types of blockchains use normally; one is private blockchain for business purpose
and second one snake oil blockchain for marketing

purpose.
Blockchain was technology use for Bitcoin or all
types of the crypto-currencies. We would like to see
this tech trend in real life and hope you are also excited.
Autonomous Driving (Robot Car)
When you listen to autonomous cars first thing to
come to your mind is Tesla, & yes it is a leading organization in the autonomous field who are trying to develop autonomous driving cars.
As we know gasoline cars oldest type in the automobile sector, but now day’s electrical cars come with a
new concept in the automobile sector. Tesla is one of
the excellent and stylish car makers in the world
Autonomous Driving car is the integration of Machine
Language, Artificial Intelligent, advanced sensors,
and processing power systems.
Tesla Motor best feature is totally advance technology use, so it is full autonomous driving or you say
self-driving features include. You can drive this type
of cars on autopilot mode without giving any instruction of driver. Tesla motors taking care regarding
safety features.
Future Technology in 2019
Speed of 5G
5G is the latest technology in the telecommunication
field. The 5G technology will 100 times faster as compared to current 4G technology, also 10 times faster
than what Google fibre gives the speed to home connection. expert’s an opinion about 5g that you can use
virtual reality and augmented reality with 5G speed.

we can’t imagine those things today how better that
would be with 5G technology.
This technology will give a different experience to internet
users
and
developers
to
think
about developing new technology apps and streaming
content. I would be better for the next engineers, developers, & consumers required to gear up for the
modern technology platforms.
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)
This technology would helpful to creates a virtual
world, it is useful to create a great experience for
viewers. Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality are
created by using computer graphics. VR and AR create
a real experience for users.
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality has the abil-

ity to change the world and aspect of thinking. There
are some people confuse between VR and AR they
things both are the same.
What is the Virtual Reality?
It is a system that creates a three-dimensional, computer-generated environment that can be interacted
with a human. This human becomes part of
this virtual world within this environment and the human in this environment can move the objects or perform various actions.
Virtual Reality is nothing but the technology which
use in the computer system to create the simulated
environment. It can create an animated scene by using
Virtual Reality apps in this view you can see every direction view. With using the Virtual Reality apps you
experience those things that you never experience
such as swimming in under the sea, walking on the surface of Mars etc.
Here are few examples that use VR technology Oculus
Rift, Google Cardboard and HTC Vive,
What is the Augmented Reality?
Augmented Reality is nothing but the improved version of the vision reality and also AR is used in tablets and Smartphones.
AR improve the live view using the camera on a
smartphone or tablets. You probably seen Snapchat
lenses or the very famous and criticize game Pokemon
Go are the examples of AR. It would come this year in
2019 with more advanced features.
The main purpose of AR application to use your
smartphone or tablet camera to show you the real

and virtual world. So you can put information on that
view by using thin layer information like images, text.
We would like to say one more technology added to
this part is the Mixed Reality (MR) it is also known
as hybrid reality. It combines both Augmented Reality
and Virtual Reality through real the immersive technology. This technology is in the initial phase to take
off with microsoft’s hololens. this platform introduced as part of the Microsoft Windows 10 operating
system.
So technology introduces upcoming new technology
2019 gadgets, so be prepared for lots of fun and new
experience.
Brian Microchips
The scientist did lots of hard work on Brian Microchips, it is a technology which connects human brains
with help of the microchips. As we know technology
change rapidly, Brain Microchips is the combination of
Computer Science and electronics. This technology
connects your brains and operated by programming
system, and you can store data with help of microchips.
Intel was already predicted that they able to implement this system 2019-20. Now currently it possible to
put a microchip in brain and store data or neural activates conducted by this new technology. As per the
survey, it is the latest technology in the world.
Certainly, we are also waiting for this tech trend.
Cyber Security
The Cyber Security is the main issue from last decade,
and cybersecurity expert was protected from hack-

ing problems. As we can see in market huge demand for cybersecurity professional throughout the world.
In the new technology world old IT was dying. So bigger problem
in the IT world may be the threats crate by the cloud, Mobile
wireless technology, the Internet of Things and many more upcoming technologies in this field.
As we know Artificial Intelligent, & Machine Learning creates
an extremely large quantity of data and this data is so important to protect. Certainly, the technologies are developed
but cybersecurity isn’t scoped with it. so it is most noteworthy
for cyber experts and role in technology.
Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the simplest way of obtaining the shared
computing data by the organizations through internet services. It is the latest technology in computer field.
If Customer uses a cloud computing system in his organization
then there will be no need for a dedicated server and maybe no
need of IT service provider. Cloud Computing use the protocols
that allow for IT resources to remote access.
We have tried to collect the best tech trends for 2019. So, this
is your turn comment which technology will be the best for you
among the list of top technology trends in 2019. For more technology topics updates follow us on Instagram, Twitter and like
our Facebook Page. Similarly, do visit our website BDigitaU for
more updates.
Finally, we like to see the trends in 2019.

Compiled by Ms. Sapna Yadav
Chief editor- Byte E-Magazine
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was the touch screens which initially created great furo-

re.Gone are the days when you have to fiddle with the touch
screens and end scratching up. Touch screen displays are ubiquitous worldwide. Frequent touching a touchscreen display with a
pointing device such as a finger can result in the gradual desensitization of the touchscreen to input and can ultimately lead
to failure of the touchscreen.
To avoid this a simple user interface for Touchless control of
electrically operated equipment is being developed. Elliptic Labs
innovative technology lets you control your gadgets like Computers, MP3 players or mobile phones without touching them. A simple
user interface for Touchless control of electrically operated
equipment. Unlike other systems which depend on distance to the
sensor or sensor selection this system depends on hand and or finger motions, a hand wave in a certain direction, or a flick of the
hand in one area, or holding the hand in one area or pointing with

The device is based on optical pattern recognition using a solid
state optical matrix sensor with a lens to detect hand motions.
This sensor is then connected to a digital image processor,
which interprets the patterns of motion and outputs the results as signals to control fixtures, appliances, machinery, or
any device controllable through electrical signals.
The touch less touch screen sounds like it would be nice and
easy, however after closer examination it looks like it could
be quite a workout. This unique screen is made by TouchKo ,
White Electronics Designs , and Group 3D. The screen resembles
the Nintendo Wii without the Wii Controller. With the touchless
touch screen your hand doesn’t have to come in contact with
the screen at all, it works by detecting your hand movements
in front of it. This is a pretty unique and interesting invention,
until you break out in a sweat. now this technology doesn’t compare to the hologram-like IO2 Technologies Heliodisplay M3 ,
but that is for anyone that has $18,100 laying around.
Everybody loves a touch screen and when you get a gadget
with touch screen the experience is really exhilarating. When
the I-phone was introduced, everyone felt the same.

But gradually, the exhilaration started fading. While using
the phone with the finger tip or with the stylus the screen
started getting lots of finger prints and scratches. When we
use a screen protector; still dirty marks over such beautiful
glossy screen is a strict no-no. Same thing happens with I-pod
touch.
Technology behind it?

It obviously requires a sensor but the sensor is neither hand
mounted nor present on the screen. The sensor can be placed either onthe table or near the screen. And the hardware setup is
so compact that it can be fitted into a tiny device like a MP3
player or a mobile phone. It recognizes the position of an object
from as 5 feet. The system is capable of detecting movements in
3-dimensions without ever having to put your fingers on the
screen. their patented touchless interface doesn’t require
that you wear any special sensors on your hand either. You just
point at the screen (from as far as 5 feet away), and you can
manipulate objects in 3D. Sensors are mounted around the
screen that is being used, by interacting in the line-of-sight of
these sensors the motion is detected and interpreted into onscreen movements. What is to stop unintentional gestures being

T
“in the next three to five years, hybrid systems will be completely replaced by native
solid-state storage,” says jason boxall, Tech
Data vice president, vendors and alliances,
advanced

solutions
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this will increase the need to re-architect the
networking and computing tiers and take advantage of the low latency, parallel-access
storage. Clients will increasingly look to
store “cold” data and archive/back up data
into the cloud “to maximise the benefits of
pricey – but ultimately ultrafast – on-premise
flash storage systems”.
He suggests that many clients will seek to use
hyper-converged systems “to provide an integrated, well-designed, balanced system, as
well as cloud-like consumption of IT. This is a
very effective way of removing the need for
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system upgrades and the complexity this
brings. HCI – coupled with hybrid cloud – has
the potential to become the preferred way of
deploying it with sme customers”.
Chris Adams, president and COO at Park Place
Technologies, agrees that interest in hybrid
arrays will wane as all-flash arrays become
more popular and there will be “few compelling arguments for complicating systems with
hdds”. he argues that “no one who has installed SSDs is regretting the decision, and
there is good reason to believe materials
shortages are abating. Costs will start to
fall again, leaving few barriers to installing
flash for performance and OPEX savings rea-
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NVMe SSDs will also gain traction, he adds, because they deliver
two to three times the performance and about half the latency
while only adding 10% to the purchase price of a storage system.
“customers are getting ready to dive in,” adams claims. “that being
said, NVMe is also likely to show up in most product lineups, so it
won’t be a significant brand differentiator.”

He concurs that hyperconverged infrastructure will also prove
attractive: “The software-centric approach and almost Lego-like
scaling is a good fit for many data centers. HCI with all-flash is an
obvious choice.” storage class memory (scm) is another potential
growth area although the price point “may keep a lid on demand
for now”. but with much faster read/write speed than flash, higher
IOPS, comparable throughput and granular data access at the bit
or word level, it could tempt some enterprises. “scm may be more of
a 2019-and-beyond concern, but the channel should begin preparing
now,” adams adds.

And while traditional manufacturers such as DellEMC, HPE, IBM and
NetApp still have a place, all-flash “has opened the doors to newer entrants, such as Pure Storage, and HCI is propelling sales upwards for the likes of nutanix and others”.
Peter Yarwood, EMEA storage channel sales director at Dell
EMC, expects “to see a huge interest in multi-cloud environments,
we’re really only at the tip of the iceberg now”. with iot and sensors, there will be lots and lots of data coming into a central system. “by looking at how we can have data at the edge of the iot environment, moving to the core and then into the cloud we have software that can allow this data to move through multiple clouds
and stretch the storage pool,” he says. this delivers the best economic value, security and protection, “by developing multiple gold
copies of the data across a variety of clouds, any of which can be
disconnected without affecting the others or creating data-heavy
back-ups”.

NVMe and storage class memory devices will be required to support this environment. “as the realities of iot sensors becomes real, the channel is going
to have to provide customers with a different type of device to deliver this
distributed storage across the edge and at the centre,” yarwood adds.
Michael Cade, global technologist at Veeam, predicts that “many customers
will still want to see simplicity, efficiency and performance as they continue
to purchase their storage into the short term future”. he argues that storage vendors are starting to realise “the hardware storage play is not going to be their strength in years to come and as a result are branching into
software and cloud-based storage offerings. Versatility will be a string to
the bow of the storage vendor to these customers”. like boxall and adams,
he thinks hyper-convergence will continue to grow “because it brings a simple approach to on-premises hardware”.
Cloud data management will also be an important consideration, according
to Martin Brown, director WEUR at Rubrik. “in today’s digital world, the demand for cloud data management is only increasing,” he claims. “the channel
must work to meet this demand with supply, not only so that they can sell solutions and maintain higher margins, but also so that they can align with
their customers’ needs and remain relevant within the market.”

Vendors will need to help partners understand how to make the change from
appliance sale to cloud and shared services models. “it’s very much in the interest of vendors to ensure that their partners are fully enabled,” he adds.
Florian Malecki, international product marketing director at Storage
Craft, says the services model is important. “to succeed moving forward, the
channel will need to move away from selling backup and storage; and replace it with fully integrated solutions and services that deliver business
continuity and disaster recovery,” he warns. “channel partners need to offer intelligence to data management and back up, plus instant and guaranteed data recovery in the event of failure – regardless of where the failure happens and where the data is, or was, located.”

Douglas Soltesz, director production solutions, SME at Storage
Made Easy points to the rapid evolution in IT with the emergence
of technologies such as Docker, AWS, Erasure Coding, that are disrupting the status quo. “we have seen a number of traditional enterprise storage vendors disrupted in revenue recently,” he adds,
“and the channel needs to see this as a sign to start taking new
or smaller players in storage seriously.”

Adams at Park Place Technologies argues that with storage becoming more performance-driven and the ecosystem of OEMs becoming more diverse, partners face “a number of challenges” in delivering, implementing and supporting the storage technologies customers want now and in the future. With much of the storage
growth shifting to new market entrants in specific areas, there
are more brands and more products partners need to be aware of.

“this makes it harder for a channel partner, especially one tied
strongly to one or two major OEMs, to offer and support a sufficiently enticing variety of technologies to keep customers at the
trough, rather than shopping elsewhere for those proficient with
various emerging best-of-breed manufacturers,” he warns.

and that’s not all. there’s also a shift in some areas from unified
to specialised storage that adds to the complexity while, on the
other side, the mixing of compute and storage in HCI could
“necessitate a generalist’s knowledge to address certain troubleshooting tasks. Add in software-defined storage and AI-based
workload optimisation and channel partners will need to leverage hardware and software understanding to deliver the performance and support customers expect”.

storage may well be hot, but if partners don’t get it right, they
could face a cold future.
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Just A Minute
Whene'er he faced a task and knew
He should begin it,
He could not start to put it through
For "just a minute."
And, though the case demanded speed
He could not move just then; but he'd
Be ready for it, yes, indeed!
In "just a minute."
His purposes were out of rhyme
By "just a minute."
The whole world seemed ahead of time
By "just a minute."
He could not learn to overhaul
His many duties, large and small,
But had to beg them, one and all,
To "wait a minute."
In manhood he was still delayed
By "just a minute."
He might have won, had Fortune stayed
For "just a minute."
But at the end of life he railed
At "cruel Fate," and wept and wailed
Because he knew that he had failed
By "just a minute."

There's No Time Like The Present

There's no time like the present;
To-morrow's far away;
And what our hands may find to do,
God bids us do to-day.
Be ready in the golden
Now To do a helpful deed;
And never let the chance go by
To meet a sister's need.
Don't wait until another time,
For she who waits may lose
The grandest chance of all her life;
It is not ours to choose.
The opportunities to do,
They come at God's behest,
And sue who never squanders one
Is she who lives the best
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Never give up on your dreams
“once, there was an older man, who was broke, living
in a tiny house and owned a beat up car. He was living off of $99 social security checks. At 65 years of
age, he decide things had to change. So he thought
about what he had to offer. His friends raved about
his chicken recipe. He decided that this was his best
shot at making a change.
He left Kentucky and travelled to different states
to try to sell his recipe. He told restaurant owners
that he had a mouth watering chicken recipe. He offered the recipe to them for free, just asking for a
small percentage on the items sold. Sounds like a
good deal, right?
Unfortunately, not to most of the restaurants. He
heard NO over 1000 times. Even after all of those
rejections, he didn’t give up. he believed his chicken
recipe was something special. He got rejected 1009
times before he heard his first yes.
With that one success Colonel Hartland Sanders
changed the way Americans eat chicken. Kentucky
Fried Chicken, popularly known as KFC, was born.
Remember, never give up and always believe in yourself in spite of rejection.”

Think outside of the box
“in a small italian town, hundreds of years ago, a small business owner owed a
large sum of money to a loan-shark. The loan-shark was a very old, unattractive looking guy that just so happened to fancy the business owner’s daughter.
He decided to offer the businessman a deal that would completely wipe out the
debt he owed him. However, the catch was that we would only wipe out the debt
if he could marry the businessman’s daughter. needless to say, this proposal
was met with a look of disgust.
The loan-shark said that he would place two pebbles into a bag, one white and
one black.
The daughter would then have to reach into the bag and pick out a pebble. If it
was black, the debt would be wiped, but the loan-shark would then marry her.
if it was white, the debt would also be wiped, but the daughter wouldn’t have to
marry the loan-shark.
Standing on a pebble-strewn path in the businessman’s garden, the loan-shark
bent over and picked up two pebbles. Whilst he was picking them up, the daughter noticed that he’d picked up two black pebbles and placed them both into
the bag.
He then asked the daughter to reach into the bag and pick one.
The daughter naturally had three choices as to what she could have done:
1. Refuse to pick a pebble from the bag.
2. Take both pebbles out of the bag and expose the loan-shark for cheating.
3. Pick a pebble from the bag fully well knowing it was black and sacrifice
herself for her father’s freedom.
she drew out a pebble from the bag, and before looking at it ‘accidentally’
dropped it into the midst of the other pebbles. She said to the loan-shark;
‘oh, how clumsy of me. never mind, if you look into the bag for the one that is
left, you will be able to tell which pebble i picked.’
The pebble left in the bag is obviously black, and seeing as the loan-shark didn’t want to be exposed, he had to play along as if the pebble the daughter
dropped was white, and clear her father’s debt.”
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR PLACED STUDENTS !!
Sr. No. Roll No.

Name

Company Placed

1

1514310192

SHIVANG BHATNAGAR

ACXIOM CONSULTING

2

1514310199

SHRISTY MAHESHWARY

ACXIOM CONSULTING

3

1514310132

NISHANT SRIVASTAVA

ANR

1

1414310033

ANANYA SINGH (Re-Admit) Capital Via

2

1514310006

ABHISHEK GUPTA

3

1514310008

ABHISHEK KUMAR PANDEY Capital Via

4

1514310017

ABHISHEK TRIVEDI

Capital Via

5

1514310031

AMAN GUPTA

Capital Via

6

1514310027

ANAND KUMAR SINGH

Capital Via

7

1514310038

ANANT BHARDWAJ

Capital Via

8

1514310049

ANURAG SHAKYA

Capital Via

9

1514310054

ARPIT KUMAR

Capital Via

10

1514310068

CHANDAN MISRA

Capital Via

11

1514310069

DEEKSHA PAL

Capital Via

12

1514310077

GAURAV MISHRA

Capital Via

13

1514310080

HARI SHANKAR TIWARI

Capital Via

14

1514310082

HARSHIT GUPTA

Capital Via

15

1514310099

LABEEB AHMED

Deloitee

16

1514310167

RUPAL RATURI

Deloitee, TCS

17

1514310089

ISHIKA SHUKLA

Deloitee, TCS

18

1514310013

ABHISHEK SETHI

Genpect Headstrong

19

1514310063

AYUSH TRIPATHI

Gingerwebs

20

1514310106

MANNAT YADAV

Gingerwebs

21

1514310168

SACHIN GUPTA

Gingerwebs

22

1514310124

NAVEEN MISHRA

Instalocate, Testbook

23

1514310066

CHAKSHU

Moblezion

24

1514310045

ANSHUL KUMAR SAROHA

Moblezion, IndiaMart

25

1514310075

DIVYANSHU SRIVASTAVA

Moblezion, Polestar

26

1514310022

ADITYA PRATAP SINGH

Moblezion, TCS, UHG

27

1514310100

LAV AGARWAL

QA InfoTech

28

1514331037

HIMANSHU CHAUHAN

QA InfoTech

29
30

1514310138
1514310071

OJAS MODI
DEVYANSH AGRAWAL

QA InfoTech
QA INFOTECH, MOBILIZEON

Capital Via

Sr. No.

Roll No.

Name

Company Placed

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

1514310059
1514310200
1514310056
1514310001
1514310011
1514310016
1514310028
1514310053
1514310060
1514310067
1514310072
1514310073
1514310102
1514310108
1514310114
1514310118
1514310128
1514310135
1514310142
1514310144
1514310146
1514310150
1514310160
1514310165
1514310190
1514310195
1514310198
1514310206
1514310209
1514310231
1514310239
1514310242
1514310244
1514331017
1514310015
1514310110
1514310194
1514310207
1514310230
1514310241
1514310243
1514310245
1514331042
1514310145
1514310032
1514310154
1514310105

AVIRAL RUHELA
SHUBHAM CHAURASIA
ASHWANI KUMAR
A. RUPALI
ABHISHEK RAI
ABHISHEK SINGH CHAUHAN
AKHIL
ARPIT GARG
AVNEESH JHA
CHANCHAL KUMAR MISHRA
DIKSHA KHURANA
DIVYANSH TIWARI
LOKESH KUMAR TIWARI
MANVIR SINGH
MOHAMMAD WASIUDDIN
MOHIT BHARDWAJ
NEETISH SINGH
NITIN SAHU
PRADEEP YADAV
PRANSHUL GOEL
PRASHANT SISODIYA
PRIYVART RAGHAV
REEDAM CH0UDHARY
ROOPAK SINGH
SHIVAM RAI
SHIVANSH SRIVASTAVA
SHREYA SINGH
SOUMYA GUPTA
SRISHTI ROBIN
VASU AWASTHI
VINEET YADAV
VISHAL SINGH
VRINDA SHARMA
ANISH ANAND
ABHISHEK SINGH CHAUHAN
MEGHNA RAJ SAXENA
SHIVANSH SRIVASTAVA
SOURAV DAS
VARUN TYAGI
VISHAL AGRAWAL
VISHAL SINGH
VYOM MADHUR
JAGVEER
PRASHANT CHAUHAN
AMAN RATHORE
RAJARSHI SAHU
MANISH BANSAL

77

1514310019

ADARSH KUMAR SINGH

QA Infotech, Moblizion, TCS
QA Infotech, Moblizion, TCS
QA Infotech, Polestar
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS
TCS CODEVITA
TCS CODEVITA
TCS CODEVITA
TCS CODEVITA, Cleared 2nd

78
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1514310148
1514310051

PRATIYAKSHI KAPIL
ARCHIT CHATURVEDI

Round
UHG
VVDN

EXPERIENCES SHARED BY FEW OF OUR PLACED STUDENTS
my name is aviral ruhela. “so, i got placed in
three companies in a matter of just 20 days.”
As fancy as this sentence seems, fancier was
the path to that fort. Right from the beginning, I had a huge fetish for learning new
technologies and trying to build something
meaningful out of everything.
So here is the chronological spectrum of my
knowledge:
 I learned JAVA in 9th and 10th standard (Had it in my curriculum).
 11th and 12th taught me desktop application development.
 B.Tech. first year, it was JAVA again (Had to tie up loose ends
and gain proficiency).
 Second year it was Embedded Programming (Arduino, chips and
wires…. all the cool stuff)
 Third year it was Android Application Development
 and as of now i’m trying to get my hands comfy on big data.
Now comes the part where it all comes to test, where finally the
mettle of your knowledge is tested, the placements. i’ll walk you
through my experience with all three companies in order. i’ll be as
detailed as possible and I hope this helps :)
The first one to visit us was a startup, Mobilizeon. They were my
first and the toughest challenge, they took a long programming
test in which they gave us the liberty of choosing a language of
our own and you could even use the internet. (Fair challenge but
they knew we would never find any solutions out there :P) They
gave us ten programs of varying difficulty, I could do nine out of
those and a bunch of MCQ questions (The usual stuff, nothing fancy).

3. Third was the Wholly Mammoth of India, TCS! They took an online
test (Aptitude and Programming both) in which there were easy as
well as a very few hard questions. The programming question was
too easy! I made that in literally one attempt 2 minutes. (And it was
the same with everyone) After that, there was an Interview round
and an HR Round.
Points for Placement Preparation:
learn loads of mcq’s and practice those huge online problems daynight! well, if you do that, then its great! but if you can’t then also
you’re not at a disadvantage. just take things slowly and steadily.
In Btech we have plenty of time (but we waste most of it while complaining that we don’t have time). so here are some guidelines:
1. Choose a core language: The discussion is open to any language
you’d love. there really is no need of learning everything, it will
neither benefit you, nor will it be appreciated. Core should be singular and solid, one language on which you have absolute mastery, where you’re the gunslinger! mine was java and everything i
learned revolved around or was in some way connected to java.
2. Choose the rocks and death holes instead of a paved road: Ever
heard of the quote, “jump off a cliff and grow your wings during
the fall”? guess what, it works! don’t try to buy books and online/
offline courses and always be consumed with the overwhelming
amount to theoretical knowledge! The way I learned everything
was, “take a small minimal course, choose an interesting project
and start building it!! “ as you’ll build things, you’ll face problems that none of those books ever talked of! you’ll face them,
search for solutions and learn to fight with them in the real
world. StackOverflow.com is a lifesaver for such situations.
3. Keep building projects: I had so many projects in my hand that I
had to remove like six, seven of them to keep my CV one page. And
trust me, it’ll help you in ways you can’t even imagine.
4. Just pay at least some attention on the core CS subjects like
Data Structure, DA, OS.
5. be aptitude ready: join some cat coaching, it’ll help you with
placement’s first step (the apti test) and better yet, maybe you’ll
get a great B-School for masters.
6. Stay consistent.

Cracking Tests:
1. Aptitude skills are a must, there is no shortcut in that area.
2. Programming: Well TCS and all the big companies like WIPRO, INFOSYS etc keep their programming challenges at mediocre or beginner level. No, need to worry about those, if your logics are in
good shape, it’ll be a breeZe. just prepare for those mcq’s though.
Interviews:
Here comes the part which most people dread the most. (They have
their reasons and i don’t blame them). but, i just loved the interviews!
Mobilizeon:
they asked me about my projects, “they asked about one, i kept explaining all of them and the first interview ended!” they made me
draw an ER diagram and explain the working and technologies used
in detail. second interview, i was asked abstract questions like “if i
give you 10 lacs what would you do with it” i said, “i’ll buy a mac and
with the rest i’ll boot my startup”. then i was given an array of dbms
queries to solve and afterwards, they started asking those abstract questions again for a whole hour! “what is your main aim?”
”what is your biggest failure?” “explain a failure situation where
you retaliated on the spot and handled the whole failure successfully” etc. i just kept smiling and even made a few jokes, the whole
interview turned into a simple conversation
QA INFOTECH:
They had already assessed us during the programming tests. All
they did in the interview was to see if we could make a conversation
in english properly. they just asked, “tell me something about you
that i don’t know (something that is not on the cv)” and the interview
was over.

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES:
They took a detailed interview, they asked me about all my projects
in detail. Then they asked me to rate myself on a scale of zero to
ten about how good I am with JAVA ANDROID C C++ PYTHON and SQL. I
gave myself mediocre score on all and Zero on the ones i didn’t know

and explained the mediocre score my giving exact list of things I am
yet to learn. They asked me about my favorite subject DBMS. A few
queries and theoretical questions. then they asked me that you’re
accustomed to doing interesting works, how will you handle if we
give you a boring task. i told them i’d do that boring task with the
same energies and if you don’t give me any work at all, i’ll find some
and do it myself! They asked other organizational related questions
too, like why TCS?, What do you know about us? etc.The HR round was
rather very short lived, I was asked if I could shift to south, do night
shift etc. Even if they ask you to go to space, just say YES!
General Guidelines:
1. don’t lie!: those people behind the desk are berserkers in the lie
detection arena. they’ll know your bluff and hit you with bolts of
lightning! There is no need to be extraordinary, just stay simple
calm and straightforward. Nobody knows everything, feel no
shame in saying “sir/mam, i am not familiar with-it”. and start telling them what you know instead.
2. Bring the interviewer to your battleground instead of defending yourself in his palace: I was always practical in my approach. That made me weak when it came to those tricky theoretical interview questions they ask from languages. But, I had projects that I knew would impress anyone! What I did was mold my CV
in a way that he/she sees the projects first and the languages
known section at the last. Even when introducing self, projects
came right after Name, City, Academics. And guess what? The trick
worked! I have been to so many interviews and all of them began
and ended on my projects. This is where the practical approach
helps. You never know what the interviewer may ask from the Subjects or your language, but projects… you’ve built them from
scratch by yourself, you know all the ins and outs of it. Also,
there is only a small pool of questions that can be asked. (Like ER
Diagram, how it works, applications, efficiency etc.)
3. Always keep a technical subject mastered (I had DBMS). Just in
case the project plan does not work.
4. Please ! Be confident with English. It is the most important thing,
they might take a confident fool and leave a shy intelligent.
5. Keep yourself aware of current technologies (no details needed, they just want to see your “awareness” level).

My name is Aman Rathore from cse branch .It
was my first interview experience that I had
with India's largest MNC, TCS. Please read it in
deep and try to get what they are looking
for. I had registered for TCS Codevita on
nextstep.tcs.com. So my first motive was to
crack TCS codevita round in order to get an

interview call.
TCS codevita round was scheduled on 10 AUG 2018. So I started revising basic c language concept . I did almost 30 days practice of c
( basic programs , coding on Hackerearth). Resources that all I preferred for preparation was Books (exploring C, Let us c) .One more
thing that I would like to share with all of you is that always I keep
interest toward Maths and problem solving that all above helped
me to crack TCS codevita round , there I was able to solve one problem ( which was more focused on mathematical concept). After few
days I received mail that I have cleared codevita round ,now its time
for me to face the interview.
Now for the interview I had prepared JAVA , DBMS , basic C concept ,
Front end languages like HTML CSS, JS . The reason why I had prepared
all above languages was because my industrial project and final
year project was based on these languages.
Now on the interview day, there were around 800-1000 candidates attended the interview. So there were 3 rounds TR, MR, HR in sequence.

Technical round
There were 2 Interviewers in my Panel. Interviewer 1 asked me to introduce myself. Then he asked me to write palindrome , Fibonacci program . I wrote both program in c. Then he asked me about project like
DFD ,SDLC of project. Interviewer 1 then asked me that on which domain I had worked in this project, As it was JAVA, MYSQL.So he asked me
to write around 7-8 sql queries ( based on question). I was able to
write 6 queries correctly. Then Interviewer 2 asked me to explain the
code that I had in codevita round , also he had given me some inputs to
explain that code. There I explained him very well. Afterward he

asked me abstract classes, java oops concept, garbage collection
in java , some questions on collection( which I was not able to answer ). Interviewer 1 then asked me that you belong to defense background than why you are opting TCS inspite of joining Indian army. It
was just like dropping bomb over me as I was not expecting this question . So dears be prepare for every type of question , just show some
presence of mind that I did at that time. After 25 min my TR ended.
MR round
I got call for mr round after 1 hr .I was lucky one as 50% of candidate were sent back. There was 1 Interviewer in my HR Panel. He
asked me about family background, my fathers posting( as he was in
Army) then he aksed me about AI. Then he asked me that are you
aware of technologies that currently MNC are working on?Here I answered him about AI , ML (which was correct upto some extent). Then
asked me that What is my favorite subject in B.Tech? Also he asked
about my strong points and weakness. Finally he asked me the same
that was asked by Interviewer 1 in TR . But this I time answered very
cleverly. I tried to give the best answer. And, now I am expecting for
the HR round.
HR round
It was just like a rapid fire round he started firing question one after one. Began with, Are you aware of TCS Policy? How do you know
about this recruitment? Are you flexible to work anywhere in India?
Where do you see yourself in the next five years? Why TCS?finally he
asked me that any question ?
So I asked that Sir should I considered myself a part of tcs family.
He replied with a decent smile , Yes sure .Finally after few days I received my confirmation mail and TCS offer letter and I got selected
in TCS.
This was all about my Interview experience.
I have gained good experience from the interview and have learned
that apart from sound knowledge one needs to have a reasonable
confidence and excellent presentation skills. Also, formal attire is
a must to make a good impression.
There are no tricks to crack TCS interview. Just follow below
mentioned points.
1. Be confident in your answer, dress smartly and be very formal
to your interviewer.
2. Always remember, you need a job in TCS.

My name is Deeksha Khurana. Feeling grateful
and thankful to all my teachers who helped
me in getting placed in TCS through TCS Ninja
Qualifier test.
For this I gave all the best of mine as if I
would never get another chance.
First we were in order to give online aptitude
plus technical online test through TCS ION.

There were questions MCQ questions on verbal English, Logical ability, Aptitude, Technical and in addition to this 1 coding question was
there. There were 2 types of questions that were basic and advanced. To me advanced questions were more comfortable.
For the whole test, I practiced aptitude questions from PrepInsta
site and for technical questions I go for various online quizzes and
get to learn many new basic things of programming languages. And
the day before exam, I solved the mock test paper provided by the
TCS itself and revised all the formulae and tricks.
At the end of the exam, I was having a satisfaction of giving best of
mine.
Next challenge was the interview and I made an aim to crack it. And
to make it possible I start working on it. I get to revise all my subjects DBMS, Java, C, DS etc.
At the end the whole work done was at one side and my summer training project was at another side. 3 people took my interview; first
they asked about my-self and then the asked about my project i.e.
what my project was and what was my role in that after that they
asked many questions related to DBMS and java. After technical
round they gave me a situation that your project manager is making
benefits from your work how would you solve this situation to this I
made a simple answer that I would try to convince my senior not to do
this. At last they asked me why I want to join their company and why
they should hire me. And many other questions and answered all the
questions very calmly and further they asked me if I want to ask anything from them. i said “thank you” and smiled.

HR QUESTIONS
Question 1 :
Based on what you know about us, what could we be doing more efficiently ?
since you don’t know much about the company you should play it safe.
Suggested Answer :
Since I only know about the company from what is available on the internet I will not be in a position to give answer to your question.
If you are smart and have great ideas then talk about new ideas
that the company could look at and how you can help implement them.
Question 2 :
If God was outside the interview room, what are the three wishes you
would ask from him ?
Companies wish to know what you philosophy towards Life is. Based
on your answer they will judge whether you are selfish or have a
broader outlook toward society. if i’m asked this question i will answer as follows:
Suggested Answer :
I will ask for Heath so I can work to the best of my abilities, passion
for excellence at work from me or the team and empathy for overall good of the society.
Question 3 :
We found another candidate equally eligible for this job. Tell us
why we should hire you over the other candidate ? or they can ask “
why should we hire you ?”
This is a question to see if you are smart enough to justify why you
are better than the other candidate.
Suggested Answer :

i’m grateful for considering me along with the other candidates. i’m
sure you are able find qualities in them and me matching the job requirement. if i’m given a chance i will justify your choice of my selection over the other candidate by becoming a good asset for the company by working diligently and with dedication.
Question 4 :
Do you have any question for us / me ?
Suggested Answer :
Will you please suggest what skills I should get trained before joining the job ?
What is the culture of the organization ? Is it formal or casual ?
What educational programs are available for staff and how they
are administered ?
Do you have on the job training opportunities ?
What are your review practices ? Are they annual, semi-annual and
what are your evaluation techniques ?
Question 5:
What are the most important rewards you expect to gain from your
career ?
Suggested Answer :
Satisfaction of doing the job well, happy customers thanking me for
the service I do, healthy office environment, a great team and
steady progress in career are the most important rewards I expect.
Question 6:
Give me an example of a time when you were able to successfully
communicate with another person even when that individual may not
have personally linked you (or vice versa).
Think of a situation in your life and use the below answer as just a
guideline.
Suggested Answer :
Some time first impressions are not always the best impression. One

of my classmates was not having good terms with the rest of the
classmates and he never attempted to make friendship with any one
and always was in bad mood. Whenever I tried to talk to him he just
used to yell at me and walk away from that place. One day I decided
to find out the reason for his bad behavior and went to his house. He
was taken back with surprise when he saw me at this house because
we are not good friends. I smiled and said that I wish to make friendship with him. He somehow listened to me and said that he was having
trouble at home always and that is the reason for him having bad
mood. He finally realized that his classmates care for his friendship and can make his college life memorable. I succeeded in bringing
smile to his face finally and gained a good friend in return.
Question 7 :
Please list three areas you feel have opportunities for improvement ?
Suggested Answer :
First : Understanding the value of listening. The more we listen the
better we would be in making a lasting impression on others. Second : Making sure that my work carries high quality. Third : Make sure to work with dedication and focus.
Question 8:
What makes you think that you will succeed in this position ?
Suggested Answer :
If I take up any assignment during my college I made sure to finish
the work on time with good quality output. I used to work hard to
make sure that I keep up with that quality. So I think I will succeed
in this position if I work with same mindset, dedication and focus.
Question 9:
How would you tackle the first 90 days at this job ?
Suggested Answer :
first i will try to understand the hr manuals of do’s and don’ts at

work. I will introduce myself to the team. I will check with my manager if I have to attend any orientation classes and if yes then I
will promptly enroll there. If there are no trainings then I will ask
my manager to assign me work and I will request some time with my
seniors and find out the best practices, tools and techniques to finish my task. If I have doubts I may go back to the senior or may get
help from my boss. If anything else is given during these 90 days I
will work on it.
Question 10:
What two or three things are most important to you in your job ?
Suggested Answer :
A challenging assignment which forces me to do my best, A great
team that inspires me to do well, A great company that creates a
conducive work environment and opportunities for its employs.
Question 11:
What do you feel about diversity in the workplace ? Do you think it is
important ?
Suggested Answer :
Yes diversity brings a different view / perspective to a challenging
problem in a project. It is very important to have, culturally different people with varied experiences, opinions, personalities to
make a project succeed and keep customers happy.
Question 12:
Tell me the difference between good and exceptional ?
Suggested Answer :
If my work meets the standards of what customer, my boss and the
team wants then I consider that as good. If I surprise, excite and
make my customer to come back to me and my project team again
then I think it to be exceptional.
Question 13:

Would you consider yourself an organized person ?
Suggested Answer :
yes to a large extent because i’m still a student and able to understand the value of education, employable skills but being a student
sometimes I miss my planned activities for a day out of youthful exuberance and peer pressure from my friends.
Question 14:
Do you consider yourself overqualified for this position?
Suggested Answer :
My opinion is that works is complex and always provides opportunity
to solve challenges that will make me a better person, improve my
confidence and skills. so i don’t think i’m overqualified for this position.
Question 15 :
Describe what qualities would you like to see in a supervisor ?
Suggested Answer :
For a fresher like me I feel nervous, lost when coming to work first
time. I look for a guide, helping hand, a person who understands my
feeling and makes me feel confident and comfortable with work until i’m able to start working with confidence.
Question 16:
What is more important to you, the money or the work ?
Suggested Answer :
I give importance to both but if I focus on work and become a valuable asset to company then money will automatically come in the
form of compensations and other perks.
Question 17:
If you had enough money to retire right now, would you ?
Suggested Answer :
i’m still too young to think of retirement in spite of having money to

retire. May be I would have given a chance to another student to
compete for this job and used that money instead to start a small
company and would have thought of giving employment to others. That I think is the right way of using the money and keep myself
busy for a worthy cause of generating wealth by creating a company.
Question 18:
What can you contribute to this company ? Explain how you would be
an asset to this company ?
Suggested Answer :
I have the stamina, health, interest to learn new skills and
knowledge gained through my education; trainings on team skills,
communication skills that can be assets for the company.
Question 19 :
What is your philosophy towards work ?
Suggested Answer :
Work with dedication to provide high quality standards, be a shining
example for juniors and to be considered as an asset for any project team.
Question 20 :
In what kind of work environment are you comfortable in ?
Suggested Answer :
I feel comfortable if my work is appreciated, be part of a project
team that works on complex problems and every one of the team
members working towards a common goal.
Question 21 :
What have you done to improve your skills / knowledge from last
year ?
Suggested Answer :
This year I was fortunate enough to realize that I need many skills

other than studies. I realized this while attending guest lectures
from corporate professionals. So I attended trainings on team
skills, communication skills, email etiquette, work ethics and willingness to go extra mile to achieve good results on a challenging
assignments.
Question 22 :
If hired, how long do you expect to work for us ?
Suggested Answer :
I applied to this job with an intention of having a long term relationship with the company and never imagined or thought that this question will be asked. I strongly feel that the company is good enough
to take care of employee’s benefits and career progression so i’m
not having any plans of moving out anytime soon.
Question 23:
Before you can make a productive contribution to the company, with
degree of training do you feel you will require ?
Suggested Answer :
i feel i should get the company’s core principals, culture and best
practices trainings and may need training on use of tools, delivery
methods, coding standards of the projects.
Question 24 :
What challenges are you looking for in a position ?
Suggested Answer :
The first challenge I feel is how fast I could get comfortable with
company’s work culture and become productive. Then I have to make
sure that I contribute well to the project and looking forward to
learn the required skills as fast as I could
Question 25 :
What were your reasons for selecting your college or university ?
You know much better about your college and university more than

me. I just gave a general answer to guide you.
Suggested Answer :
My college has always had a reputation as having an excellent
faculty, so I knew that if I enrolled there, I would achieve first class preparation for my chosen career field. I checked with my seniors and found that the college attracts top companies for campus
recruitment. Having visited the campus before enrolling, I checked
the facilities and found out that they have excellent sport fields,
encourage students to compete in several local and national level
competitions. That convinced me to join the college.
Question 26 :
how will the academic program and course work you’ve taken benefit your career ?
Suggested Answer :
Academic program gave me the foundation of the subjects and some
level of advanced knowledge. We had several seminars, debates
and competitions during the college days that exposed me to advanced knowledge in my area of studies. We had practicals and a
live project experience that gave me the challenges and hurdles we
could face in completing a task. All these experiences I feel are
very beneficial for my career.
Question 27 :
Which college classes or subjects did you like best ? why?
This is again depends on what you liked the most. The answer is just
a guidance.
Suggested Answer :
I like the class of C language the most. From the early days of
school I got fascinated with software games and want to develop
some cool games. I realized I have to learn software for that and
that is the reason I chose computer science engineering at college
and love working on software code so one day I would be able to use
my knowledge to develop some cool games.

Question 28 :
Describe the type of professor that has created the most beneficial
learning experience for you ?
Again think of a person who you like the most and who motivates you
the most and describe the benefits you got listening to him / her. The
below answer is just a guide for you to use.
note: the below answer is given about me by several students, so i’m
using the same answer here. use someone’s name instead of my name
in case you have someone else in your mind.
Suggested Answer :
i loved attending the classes of visiting guest lecturer abc“ because he with his global experience always explained the value of
high quality work, finishing work on time, looking forward to constantly upgrading new skills to take on challenging assignments,
importance of keeping up to date in our area of studies using modern
tools and software. His presentation skills, language use and passion have helped me to transform from a novice to a knowledgeable
person today.
Question 29 :
Do you think that your grades are an indication of your academic
achievement ?
For this question think of what else you did other than studies.
Suggested Answer :
I think it is more than grades. In addition to studies, I participated in
sports and extracurricular activities in school and college. These
activities taught me leadership, communication, and team work
skills. Attending seminars, guest lectures and other competitions,
enabled me to know different cultures, practices, presentation
skills, issues and other valuable experiences that I could use in my
career as needed.

Question 30 :
What plans do you have for continued study ? An advanced degree ?
Tricky question because you are planning to join the company so you
cannot say you will continue on advanced degree.
Suggested Answer :
I realized that there is no end for learning. So I feel Continuing education can include on the job training, courses sponsored by the employer,
and courses taken in new technologies as they emerge. I plan to pursue
education with company’s permission so that i can enhance / complement
my skills at work.
Question 31 :
How do you think you will compensate for your lack of experience ?
If you are still a student and there is time before interview I suggest
you to get trained at some prominent corporate skills training institute to answer such questions.
Suggested Answer :
Fortunately I realized the value of team work, time, work ethics, communication skills and other office manners while still studying and got
trained at a professionally run institute to enable me to become quickly productive when I enter job. i’m also regularly updating my
knowledge about how projects at the companies are run. This information, the training and the company’s orientation classes should sufficiently cover my lack of experience.
How your college life helped you to be employable?
Why should I hire you?
How do you deal conflicts? or Think of a situation where you handled a conflict successfully?
Tell me about something you did-or failed to do-that you now feel a little ashamed
of.
Why did you apply for this job?
If you won $10 million or 10 crore, would you still work?
What is your most embarrassing moment? How did you deal with it ?
Tell me about a situation when your work was criticized?
How do you define Success?
Do you prefer to work independently or on a team?

project “prediction and analysis of air pollution level using machine learning” short listed for funding under cst
UP ENGINEERING STUDENTS' PROJECT GRANT SCHEME 2018-19

Abstract:
The proposed study focuses on prediction of air pollution level of a specific
region (delhi/ ncr). In air pollution prediction ,model accuracy ,efficiency and adaptability are
key considerations. The air pollution system predicts pollution level of upcoming days and weeks by
using Machine learning algorithm . Air pollution data varied based on
season, pollution source and weather
conditions. Therefore the factors that affect the concentration of the pollution are
need to be
considered i.e., meteorological and historical information. The meteorological factors that are considered are: Average
Temperature, Pressure, Max wind speed, Visibility, Wind speed and wind direction. The
study will also focus on understanding the primary causes for the high
concentration of various air constituents at different places so as to propose
a meaningful solution.
Mentor: Ms. Sapna Yadav
Team members:
Harshit saran, IV Year CSE
Maghvendra singh, IV Year CSE
Manvir singh, IV Year CSE
Raja, IV Year CSE
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Mr. Manish Singh
My name is Manish Singh
I am pass out from IMS of batch 2002 to 2006. Its
been a long journey when I be getting into college. I still remember my first day and completing
those from years down the line had beautiful
memories which are stealing in my mind. Those canteens, play area, friend circle, bunking the class
and everything. IMS has given lot of positive
things which are still in my mind and memory. I am currently working
in ESL Technologies and by the help of Mr. Atul, I am sharing my experience with the current batch of IMS EC.
it’s been a pleasure out here for me to present myself in front of
the current students of IMS.
I would appreciate the faculty members and the juniors of IMS EC,
and in future also if they have any concern questions related to
this. I am most welcome to join such Alumni meet.

Ms. Shivani Sharma
My name is Shivani Sharma of 2012-2016 batch
pass out. I have been placed in TCS in 2015 and I
currently having working experience of 2.5
years as a System Engineer. For all the students
my message and experience to you is very nice.
Being initially learning programmer in TCS and
working developer in Java. Each and every aspect of all year in college is very important to you all. So, you can
focus on each and every field and choose what you want to do in
your life. And choose one aim and decision that you would like to
achieve in your career and hard work is the main success. And backbone of the college is teachers and the knowledge and information
they are sharing with you all. So kindly achieve that all information by your college teachers and support them.
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1. Lok Sabha passes Triple Talaq Bill 2018
The Lok Sabha on December 27, 2018 passed the Muslim Women
(Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2018, also known as, Triple
Talaq Bill.
The Bill makes instant triple talaq void and illegal. It seeks to
make the practice of instant triple talaq a punishable offence
with imprisonment of up to three years. The Bill was introduced in
Lok Sabha by the Minister of Law and Justice, Ravi Shankar Prasad
on December 17, 2018.
2. Cabinet approves amendment in POSCO Act, 2012 to protect children from sexual abuse
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on December 28, 2018 approved the proposal for Amendment in the Protection
of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012 to make punishment more stringent for committing sexual crimes against children.
3. PM Modi inaugurates Bogibeel Bridge in Assam
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on December 25, 2018 inaugurated India's longest rail-road bridge ‘bogibeel bridge’ over the brahmaputra River in Assam to boost defense along the border with China.
The bridge was inaugurated on the birth anniversary of former PM
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, under whose government the work for the
bridge began in 2002.
4. PM Modi releases commemorative coin on Paika Rebellion; inaugurates IIT Bhubaneswar campus
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on December 24, 2018 released the
commemorative coin and postage stamp in memory of Paika Rebellion during his visit to Bhubaneswar to commemorate Paika Rebellion.
On the same occasion, the Prime Minister dedicated the IIT Bhubaneswar campus to the nation. IIT Bhubaneswar will spur the industrial

development of Odisha, and work towards technology to improve
the lives of the people. It would help generate employment for the
youth of Odisha.
5. Good Governance Day 2018: Nation remembers former PM Atal Bihari vajpayee; ‘sadaiv atal’ samadhi dedicated to nation
India observed the Good Governance Day on December 25, 2018 to
mark the birth anniversary of former Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee who passed away on August 16, 2018 at the age of 93.
6. niti aayog releases ‘strategy for new india @75’
the niti aayog on december 19, 2018 released ‘strategy for new india @75’, its comprehensive national strategy for new india which
defines clear objectives for 2022-23. The Strategy was released by
the Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley. It is a detailed account
across 41 crucial areas that recognises the progress already
made, identifies binding constraints, and suggests the way forward
for achieving the objectives.
7. Fifth Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement 2018-19: RBI keeps
policy rates unchanged
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on October 5, 2018 released its Fifth
Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement 2018-19. After assessing the
current and evolving macroeconomic situation in the economy, the
six members Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided to keep the
policy Repo Rate under the Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) unchanged at 6.5 percent.
8. Train 18: India's first locomotive-less train crosses 180 kmph
mark during trials
India's first locomotive-less train ‘train 18’ on december 2, 2018
crossed the 180 kmph speed limit during a test run in the Kota-Sawai
Madhopur section. The major trials are now over with just some
more remaining. Once Train 18 becomes operational, it will com-

mence its commercial run from January 2019.
9. SC bars media, police from revealing identities of victims of rape,
sexual assault
The Supreme Court on December 11, 2018 directed the print and electronic media not to reveal the identity of victims of rape and sexual assault even in a remote manner. The SC bench comprising Justices Madan B Lokur and Deepak Gupta stated that it was not necessary to disclose the identity of victims of rape and sexual assault
to "arouse public opinion and sentiment" as these issues need to be
dealt with sensitively. In its judgement, the SC bench said that the
name and identity of victims of rape and sexual assault, including
those who had died, cannot be disclosed "even in a remote manner".
11. Lok Sabha passes Bill prohibiting commercial surrogacy
The Lok Sabha on December 19, 2018 passed the Surrogacy
(Regulation) Bill, 2016 which is aimed at prohibiting commercial surrogacy and unethical practices relating to it.
As per the Bill, Surrogacy is defined as "a practice whereby one
woman carries the child for another with the intention that the
child should be handed over after birth". Under its provisions, the
intending couple must be Indian citizens and married for at least
five years with at least one of them being infertile.
The bill permits surrogacy only for couples who cannot conceive a
child. also, the surrogate mother has to be a ‘close relative’ of
the intending couple.
12. Kamal Nath takes oath as Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh
Senior Congress leader Kamal Nath was sworn in as the 18th Chief
Minister of Madhya Pradesh on December 17, 2018. The swearing-in
ceremony took place at the Lal Parade Ground in Bhopal, the capital city of Madhya Pradesh.
The Congress named veteran leader Kamal Nath as Madhya Pra-

desh’s next chief minister after hours of hectic discussions held by
party chief Rahul Gandhi with other senior leaders amid a debate
on the old versus the new guard. The other potential Chief Ministerial candidate was from the younger lot, Jyotiraditya Scindia.
13. Gautam Gambhir announces retirement from all forms of cricket: A Glance at his cricket career
After over 15 years of successful career in Indian cricket, Indian
Opener Gautam Gambhir on December 4, 2018 announced his retirement from all forms of cricket.
Gautam Gambhir was one of the most complete batsmen who opened
well in all three forms of the game – Test matches, ODIs and T20s. He
exhibited best in his innings between 2008 and the 2011 World Cup. He
played an instrumental role in India's successful campaigns in the
2011 World Cup and the inaugural World Twenty20 in 2007.
14. Miss Philippines Catriona Gray crowned Miss Universe 2018
Miss Philippines Catriona Gray was crowned Miss Universe after she
won the final round of the Miss Universe 2018 pageant, held in Bangkok, Thailand on December 17, 2018. Outgoing Miss Universe Demi Leigh
Nel Peters from South Africa crowned her successor.
15. Asma Jahangir posthumously awarded with 2018 UN Human Rights
Prize
Asma Jahangir passed away on February 11, 2018 due to cardiac arrest. She was known for her outspoken nature and unrelenting pursuit for human rights. This year, the award coincided with the 70th
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
With this win, Asma Jahangir became the fourth Pakistani woman to
be awarded with the UN Human Rights Prize. Earlier winners were
Begum Ra'Ana Liaquat Ali Khan (1978), Benazir Bhutto (2008) and
Malala Yousufzai (2013).
16. GSAT-11: india’s heaviest communication satellite launched suc-

cessfully from French Guiana
india’s heaviest and most-advanced communication satellite GSAT11, also called the "Big Bird", was successfully launched into space
on December 5, 2018 from the Spaceport in French Guiana, South
America.
The satellite will help provide satellite-based internet to remote
places where cable-based internet cannot reach. The satellite,
weighing 5854 kg, is the heaviest Indian-made equipment that has
been put into the orbit.
Developed by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), the
GSAT-11 was launched on the Ariane 5 VA-246 rocket from Kourou
Launch Base, French Guiana.
17. India successfully test-fires nuclear-capable Agni-IV missile
India on December 23, 2018 successfully test fired nuclear-capable
long-range Inter Continental Ballistic Missile Agni-IV. The strategic surface-to-surface missile was flight tested from the Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Dr Abdul Kalam Island off Odisha coast.This
was the 7th trial of Agni-IV missile. The test was part of a user trial by the Indian Army.
The Agni-IV missile was designed and developed by Defence Research
and Development Organisation (DRDO). It has a strike range of 4,000
km. It is 20 metres long and weighs 17 tonnes and has many cuttingedge technologies which can meet global standards including Pershing missile of US.

PUZZLES
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1)An Early Burial
Johm Brown died on Thursday,December 6,and was buried the
same week-on Wednesday,December 5,to be precise.How did
that happen?

2)The Last Message
A man was found shot dead in his study.He was slumped over
his desk and a gun was in his hand.There was a cassette recorder on his desk.When the police entered the room and
pressed the play button on the tape recorder they heard,"I
can't go on.I have nothing to live for."Then there was the
sound of a gunshot.How did the detective immediately know
that the man has been murdered?

3)The Japanese Speaker
A Los Angeles businessman took great pains to learn japanese from a native speaker of the language.He became fluent,his vocabulary and grammer were excellent and his accent was good.When he later went to japan and started
speaking japanese with a group of businessmen there,they
could hardly contain their surprise and amusement at the
way he spoke.Why?

4)Flat Out
A driver whose car had no brakes was approaching a level
crossing at 60 miles per hour while a train was approaching
the same crossing also at 60 miles per hour.The crossing
was unmanned and had no barriers.The train was 100 yards
long and it was 50 yards from the crossing.The car was 100

yards from the crossing .Neither train nor car stopped or
changed direction or speed.The driver did not get out of his
car.How did he survive the crossing?

5)An Odd Story
Three men went into a cafe and each had a single cup of
coffee.Each put an odd number of lumps of sugar into his
cup of coffee.In total they put 12 lumps of sugar in their
cups.How many lumps did each consume?

6)The Deadly Party
A man went to party and drank some of the punch.He then
left early.Everyone else at the party who drank the
punch subsequently died of poisoning.Why did the man did not
die?

7)The Fallen Sign
A man was walking in country unfamiliar to him.He came to
a crossroads where he found that the signpost showing the
directions of the roads had fallen over.How did he find out
which way to go?

UPCOMING EVENTS

UPCOMING CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS
1) 1st International Conference on Machine Learning, Image Processing, Network Security and Data Sciences 3 - 4 March, 2019 |
NIT Kurukshetra, INDIA (MIND-2019)

2) Codathon 2019, MANIT Bhopal, Coding Contest, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, 1522nd January 2019.
Codathon is an Inter-NIT coding contest, the first of its kind and the brainchild
of ISTE Students' Chapter MANIT. Codathon kickstarts ISTE SC MANIT's Annual
Students' Conclave 'Chimer WEBSITE LINK :- http://istemanit.in/codathon/
3) IEEE Makers Gonna Make 2019, VIT University Chennai Campus, Makeathon,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 18-19th January 2019
WEBSITE LINK :- http://chennai.vit.ac.in/files/ieee/index.html
4) KSHITIJ 2019, IIT Kharagpur, Techno Management Fest, KHARAGPUR, West
Bengal, 18-20th January 2019
Event Name KSHITIJ 2019
Category Techno Management Fest
Organiser IIT Kharagpur
Location KHARAGPUR, West Bengal
Event Dates 18-20th January 2019
5) Digital Image Processing using MATLAB workshop (18th Feb-22nd Feb, 2019)
Venue: Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee
Last Date for Registration: February 08th, 2019
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Editorial Board welcomes articles for the next issue of “THE
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